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Orders and invoicing 

Please direct all orders to: lucero.radulescu@gmail.com 

After receiving your order we will provide you with an invoice within 2-3 days. Avoid delays by 
including your postage address with any orders placed. Once the invoice has been paid, your order 
will be shipped in the first week of the following calendar month. In exceptional circumstances we 
may be able to process your order sooner. 

Current availabilities 

Below you will find a list of all Horatiu’s works available for purchase. This list is current as of April 
2024. New editions / revisions will be made available periodically, and announcements for these will 
be made on our website: https://horatiuradulescu.com/ 

If you are interested in works not listed below, please feel free to contact us. We cannot guarantee 
availability, but will work to accommodate your request. Long lead times may apply to such requests. 

Policy on PDF scores 

Please note, Lucero Print does not currently offer pdf scores under any circumstances. Performance 
using pdf scores are not authorised. 

Policy on sample and perusal scores 

We do not currently offer perusal scores, in digital or hard copy, however partial PDF samples of all 
scores listed below are available for free upon request. 

Rental and global scores 

The parts for most of Radulescu’s works for four are more players are available only for rental.  

Global scores for larger works are in many cases available for purchase (and these are listed below), 
however performance from a global score is prohibited (except in the case of scores where a global 
score should be used to derive a new arrangement for large ensemble, for example Inner Time etc). 

A list of works available for rental will come later in 2024. 

Playback files 

Playback files are available on request in most cases. Occasionally a score will list “sound icon” or 
“synthesis” without stipulating specifically that this is an optional playback only part. In some cases 
where playback is optional, the digital files are currently unavailable. 

Prices listed 

All prices in Swiss francs (CHF). Postage and handling not included. 
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New editions: piano sonatas 

From 5th of March 2020, new revisions of Radulescu’s piano sonatas 2-6 are available for purchase. 
These new versions have been rigorously edited and re-engraved by Kyle Rowan and Ian Pace, and 
each features a lengthy analytical essay by Ian Pace.  

Opus Title Details price

82 Second piano sonata: 
Being and Non-being Create Each Other

36-pages 40

86 Third piano sonata: 
You Will Endure Forever

72-pages 40

92 Fourth piano sonata: 
Like a Well… Older than God

44-pages 40

106 Fifth piano sonata: 
Settle Your Dust, This Is the Primal 
Identity

68-pages 40

110 Sixth piano sonata: 
Return to the Source of Light

64-pages 40

-- SPECIAL BUNDLE OFFER: 
sonatas 2-6

5 piano sonatas, individually 
bound

180



Original editions (performance scores): 
Available for immediate purchase. Please allow up to 10 days turn-around for printing, shipping, and 
handling. 

Opus Title Instrumentation Details Price

05-i Leagăn Abiselor I 
(Cradle to Abysses)

First piano sonata 20 pages (facsimile) (b/w) 35

05-ii Leagăn Abiselor II 
(Cradle to Abysses)

Flute and guitar 16 pages (facsimile) (b/w) 30

05-iii Leagăn Abiselor III 
(Cradle to Abysses)

Guitar and percussion 16 pages (facsimile) (b/w) 30

35-b Ys Valley One double bass (live) and 
3-12 double bass (pre-
recorded)

6-page score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

20

49 Das Andere Cello 32-page score (facsimile) 
(A3) (b/w)

60

49 Das Andere Viola 32-page score (facsimile)  
(A3) (colour)

85

49 Das Andere Violin 26 pages (facsimile) (b/w) 
(A3) 

60

57 You-Tree Kalotrope I Double bass and tuba 24-page score (facsimile) 35

58 Subconscious Wave Solo guitar with digital 
sound

10-page score (facsimile)  
(colour)

40

59 Dizzy Divinity I Solo flute (bass, alto, or c) 20-page score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

35

63-i Intimate Rituals Four sound icons (to be 
used as accompaniment to 
all other Intimate Rituals)

6-page score (facsimile) 
(A3) (colour)

40

63-xi Intimate Rituals XI Solo viola (sound icons 
may be played live from 
opus 63-I, or from a 
digital file that is available 
upon request)

6-page score (facsimile) 
(A3) (colour)

50

65 Trombe d’Oro della 
Solarità

Solo trombone (optional 
sound icon 
accompaniment – files 
currently unavailable)

20-page score (facsimile) 
(A3)

45

69 Christe Eleison Pipe organ 12-page score (facsimile) 25

76 Pre-existing Soul of 
Then

Solo cello; or cello 
recorded backing

16-page score (typeset) 30

78 Azzuro Profundo dello 
Sguardo

Solo double bass (versions 
for 5-string and 4-string 
double bass available)

8-page score (typeset) 20

84 Agnus Dei 2 violins 12-page score (typeset) 25



84 Agnus Dei 2 violas 12 page score (typeset) 25

85 Animae Morte Carent Oboe d’amore and 
spectral piano

52-page score (typeset) 50

88 Amen Pipe organ 24-page score (typeset) 35

96 Immersed in the 
Wonder

Bass flute and cello 8 page score (typeset) 20

96 Immersed in the 
Wonder

Cello and trombone 8 page score (typeset) 20

97-i Lux Animae I Solo cello - facsimile 28-page score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

35

97-i Lux Animae I Solo cello - typeset 12 page score (typeset) 
(b/w)

25

97-ii Lux Animae II Solo viola 25 page score (facsimile) 35

98 L’Exil Intérieur Cello and piano (sonata) 64-page global score; 
28 page cello part 
(typeset)

75

99 The Origin Solo percussion (two bass 
drums)

10-page score (typeset) 20

99-π The Origin π Solo piano with spectral 
resonance

10-page score (typeset) 20

102 End of Kronos Soprano and trumpet 22 page score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

35

103 Eterno Solo percussion (seven 
toaca)

128-page global score; 
28-page performance 
score (typeset)

75 (gl) 
35 
(perf)

104-2 You-Tree Kalotrope II Crystal bachet solo 14 page global score 
(typeset)

25

105 Duende y Luz Solo horn in F 8 page (typeset) 20



Original editions (global scores):  

Opus Title Instrumentation Details Price
19 String Quartet 3: Intimate 

Hope Invasion (extracted from 
My High D)

String quartet 24 page score 
(facsimile) (b/w)

35

33 String quartet 4: Infinite to be 
cannot be infinite, infinite not 
to be can be infinite

8 string quartets 30 page score 
(facsimiler) (b/w)

40

41 These Occult Oceans Solo bass voice 
(live) and up to 
17 bass voices 
(pre-recorded)

8-page global 
score (facsimile) 
(b/w) (A3)

30

42-i Outer Time (global) Global score;  
versions for flute, 
Thai gongs, re-
tuned piano 
available for 
rental

64-page global 
score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

60

42-ii [The] Inner Time (global) Global score;  
versions for 7 
flutes, 7 clarinets, 
7 flutes crotales 
bronze plates and 
pipe organ, 
available; 
when performed 
on solo clarinet 
title is The Inner 
Time

60-page global 
score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

60

79 Faint Sun Global score for 
percussion sextet

82 page global 
score (typeset) (b/
w)

70

83 Vetrata Global score for 
24 voices and 3 
sound icon (sound 
icon part is 
optional - 
playback file 
currently 
unavailable)

48 page global 
score (facsimile) 
(b/w)

45

89 String quartet 5: before the 
universe was born

Global score for 
string quartet

46 page global 
score (typeset) (b/
w)

45

100 Pablo Casals a San Marco di 
Venezia 

Global score for 8 
celli

40 page global 
score (typeset)

45



Thank you for your interest in the works of Horatiu Radulescu! 

The Lucero Print team  

Catherine Marie Tunnell 
Managing director of Lucero Print and custodian of the Horatiu Radulescu Archives. 

Dr Sam Dunscombe 
Editor, chief archivist. 

Kyle Rowan 
Assistant editor, engraver. 


